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With its Racing.Tool.Box, FSE Robline afters 
you .. yachting ropes made to measure". 
This product range incorporates only premi
um quality fibers and raw materials that per
mit the production of ultimate high-end yach
ting ropes. 

Aboard classy high-end yachts, ropes are fre
quently expected to meet very special demands 
and requirements. This is what our new system 
caters to! Just choose the COVER and the CORE 
from our range of Rac ing products that BEST 
meet all your personal expectations of the ropes 
needed for your project and that BEST deliver all 
the right technical spec ifications in terms of brea
king load, elongation and creep behavior, abrasion 
characteristics, UV resistance, and weight. We will 
braid them into the ROPES you are looking for! 
This system allows us to deliver products that are 
custom-tailored to your deck layouts and hard
ware components! 

This is the chance for you to benefit directly from 
our long-standing development experience and 
invaluable expertise obtained in the course of 
countless one-off projects. Please da not hesitate 
to contact our dealers and distributars for advice 
and assistance! 

-7 Choose your core 

-7 Choose your cover 

All products of FSE Robline's Rac ing Tool.Box are 
customized one-off items. Therefore, please ask 
us what manufacturing lead time will be required 
for your individual project. In view of the high pro
duction effort involved , orders must reach a pre
defined minimum value. 
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Dyn ma" SK90 

A1!.u available in DynaMax. 
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Dyneema" 

Dyneema" SK78 

Also available in 
Dyneema" SK75 

and DynaMax. 
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Ocean 7000 incorporates the brand-
new Dyneema" SK90 fiber. As a result, 
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this rope exhibits only little creep. 
In addition, it features exceptional 
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strength and a large elastic modulus, 
an indicator of very low stretch values. 
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Ocean 5000 is made purely of 
Dyneemae which makes it extremely 
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resislant 10 abrasion and Uv. Other 
benefils include its high breaking 

" strength and its innovative 
49 impregnation. 
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Dyneema" SK78 makes Ocean 3000 
highly resistant 10 abrasion and UV. 
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FSE Robline 's innovative impregnalion 
further enhances these characteristics 

4 and prolongs the life span of your 
5 Ocean 3000. 
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The 1 2-plait weave of Vectrane 3000 
makes this rope very easy to splice. 
Other benefits of Vectrane 3000 include 

7 high breaking loads as weil as high 

" 
resistance to abrasion and UV. 
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Its 32-plait PES cover protects Admiral 
PBO from UV radiation and makes il 
extremely resislanllo abrasion. 
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